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About Course
•
•
•
•
•
•

Course Code

: IE220

Course Name

: Introduction to Database Systems

Semester

: Spring

Attendance

: 70% (but if it is possible, fully)

Software

: Ms Access 2016

Evaluation

:

•
•
•

Midterm Exam………………. 30% (Theorical) 26 April 2019 12:00
Project………………………….. 20% (Project)
Final Exam……………………. 50% (Practice)

10 May 2019

Course Content
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Week 1: Introduction to databases
Week 2: Basic concepts and general architecture of databases
Week 3: Relational data model
Week 4: Database design and normalization
Week 5: Data modelling with ER Model
Week 6: SQL (Structural Query Language)
Week 7: SQL (Structural Query Language) Query Statements
MIDTERM EXAM

o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Week 8: Program Features of Microsoft Access
Week 9: Microsoft Access: Tables
Week 10: Microsoft Access: Queries

Week 11: Microsoft Access: Forms
Week 12: Microsoft Access: Reports
Week 13: Microsoft Access: Macros
Week 14: Microsoft Access: Modules

Some suggestions to succeed in this course
• Attend to lectures fully.
• Delivery your project on time and completely.
• Take notes in lectures.
• Practise in practical lectures.
• Feel free to contact me.
•
•
•

Office

: Akdeniz University, Informatics Dept., ZC-23, Campus/ANTALYA

E-mail

: fyucel@akdeniz.edu.tr

Web page: www.firatyucel.com

Introduction to Databases
Database & Database Users

Development of Societies
Agriculture
Peoples was made a living by
processing lands.

Industry
By industrial revolution, raw
materials and labor was
gained importance.

Information
«Power is information.»

A Question

• Are the meaning of following two sentences
the same/different?

1. «I have got the weather data.»
2. «I have got the weather information.»

Data vs Information
• Data is an unprocessed piece of information that does not make sense by
itself.

• Information is created by combining the data in a meaningful way.
Data

10 computers
Information

Traditional File Based Systems
•

There was manual filing systems in the past. For example:

•
•
•

Students
Student grades
Course registering

are separately saved in different files.

•

The problems of file based systems;

•
•
•

Limited files

Grades

Sorting and filtering processes are difficult.
There are not any relation in this files.

•

•

Students

For example; when a student’s info need to changed, each file
should be updated separately.

Each program in file-based systems defines and manages its own
data.

Registering
to Courses

Database
•
•

The database is a collection of interrelated
data.
It is used in many areas of our lives in the
modern world. For example;

•
•
•
•
•

For a hotel or plane/bus reservation,

•
•

After shopping at the markets’ cashes,

In bank account transactions,
Library catalog search,
Hospital appointments and protocol procedures,
When ordering or purchasing a product
electronically,
In e-government transactions,…

Database Organization
• A database is organized into one or

more tables. For example; students,
courses, grades,… tables in Student
Database.

• Tables contain records. For example;

one of every student in student table.

• Records consist of fields. For example;
student number, student first name,
student last name for a student in
student table.

Student Database
Students
-

Number
FirstName
LastName
…

Courses
-

Code
Name
Credit
…

Grades
-

Student
Number
Course Code
Grade
…

From Traditional Databases
to Modern Databases…
•

In traditional databases,numerical and textual
data were kept.

•

In today's modern databases (multimedia
databases), there are also multimedia elements
such as

•

•
•
•

Picture
Video
Location (in GIS)

Modern database systems also include «decision
support systems» which making inferences from
big data.

Implicit Properties of Databases
•
•
•

A database represents some aspect of the real
world, sometimes called the miniworld or the
universe of discourse (UoD). Changes to the
miniworld are reflected in the database.
A database is a logically coherent collection of
data with some inherent meaning. A random
assortment of data cannot correctly be
referred to as a database.
A database is designed, built, and populated
with data for a specific purpose. It has an
intended group of users and some preconceived
applications in which these users are
interested.

Students

Grades

Student
Database

Courses

An example database

Proffessors

Database Management System (DBMS)
• A database

management system (DBMS) is a collection of programs
that enables users to create and maintain a database.

• The

DBMS is a general-purpose software system that facilitates the
processes of defining, constructing, manipulating, and sharing
databases among various users and applications.

DB

DBMS
User

Functions of DBMS
The DBMS is a general-purpose software system that facilitates the
processes of defining, constructing, manipulating, and sharing
databases among various users and applications.
Defining
• Defining a database involves specifying the data types, structures, and constraints of the data to be stored in the database. The
database definition or descriptive information is also stored by the DBMS in the form of a database catalog or dictionary; it is called
meta-data.

Constructing
• Constructing the database is the process of storing the data on some storage medium that is controlled by the DBMS.

Manipulating
• Manipulating a database includes functions such as querying the database to retrieve specific data, updating the database to
reflect changes in the miniworld, and generating reports from the data.

Sharing
• Sharing a database allows multiple users and programs to access the database simultaneously.

Simplified Database System Environment
Users/Programmers

 Users/programmers reach an
application program to obtain
or save data.
 Application programs run
queries to obtain selected
data on a database processing
software. A request is sent to a
low-level software.
 Then, the low-level software
runs to access stored data.
 Finally, data is found and
received from the database by
using meta-data.

Veri
Database
Tabanı
System
Sistemi
DBMS
Software

Application Programs/Queries
Software to Process
Queries/Programs

Software to Access
Stored Data

Stored Database
Definition
(Meta-Data)

Stored Database

Meta-Data
• The

database definition or descriptive information is stored by
the DBMS in the form of a database catalog or dictionary; it is
called meta-data.

Basic Concepts
•

An application program accesses the database by sending queries or
requests for data to the DBMS.

•
•

A query, typically causes some data to be retrieved.

•

Protection includes system protection against hardware or software
malfunction (or crashes) and security protection against unauthorized or
malicious access.

•

Typical large database may have a life cycle of many years, so the DBMS
must be able to maintain the database system by allowing the system to
evolve as requirements change over time.

A transaction may cause some data to be read and some data to be
written into the database.

A Database Example: UNIVERSITY
• For example, consider to data in 5 seperate files which are STUDENT,

COURSE, SEMESTER, GRADES and PRECONDITION in a UNIVERSITY
database.

•

Field definition: To define this database, which fields are needs to be defined
on record of each file.

•

Data types: The data type (string, integer, char,…) of each field need to be
defined.

•

Relations: For medium and large databases, the relations of data need to be
defined.

Structure of the UNIVERSITY Database
STUDENT
Name

SEMESTER
Student Number

Class

Department

Semester_ID

Mehmet

17

1

YBS

Ayşe

5

2

YBS

COURSE
Course Name

Course Code

Credits

Department

Computer

ENF101

4

ENF

Database

MBIL103

5

MBIL

Database Management

YBS201

4

YBS

Programming Language

BIL203

3

MAT

PRECONDITION
Course_Code

Precondition_Code

YBS201

ENF101

BIL203

ENF101

Course Code

Semester

Year

Lecturer

85

ENF101

Fall

16

Ahmet

92

YBS201

Fall

16

Sezgin

102

BIL203

Spring

16

Kamil

112

ENF101

Spring

16

Ahmet

119

YBS201

Fall

17

Fırat

135

MBIL103

Fall

17

Fırat

GRADES
Student_Number

Semester_ID

Grade

17

85

AA

17

119

BB

5

85

AA

5

102

BA

5

119

CC

Application on UNIVERSITY Database
•
•
•

Examples of some operations on UNIVERSITY database:
Take transcript

•
•

Grades of all students which took Database Management course in 2017

List of preconditions

Examples of update operations;

•
•
•

Changing class of the student who’s name is Mehmet
Opening new courses in new semester
Enter as «CC» to the grade of Database Management course which taken by Ayşe

History of Database Applications

Hierarchical and
network systems
based database
applications

1970’s

Relational
Database
Management
Systems (RDBMS)

1980’s

XML
(eXtended
Markup
Language)

1990’s

New Applications
on Databases

2000’s
• Scientific applications
• Picture and video based
databases
• Data mining
• Space application
• Time-series

Information
Retrieval, IR
Applications

Today

